Perfection Workshop in Finland 4\textsuperscript{th} February 2010
(Performance indicators for health, comfort and safety of the indoor environment, 2009-11)
http://www.ca-perfection.eu/

3\textsuperscript{rd} February 2010 Social Event in Helsinki

17.30 City Tour
   • starts from the Senate Square (Czar Alexander II Statue)
18.00 Ferry boat leaves from the Market Square to Suomenlinna Fortress where the City
   Tour continues (next boats 19:00, 19:40 and 20:40)
19.00 Dinner at the Officer’s Club
   http://www.suomenlinnanupseerikerho.fi/
21.00 Sauna
23.00 Return to the Mainland (the boats leave every hour 21, 22, 23, 24, 01 and 02)
   timetables and route, see http://aikataulut.ytv.fi/linjat/en/hLautta_Kauppatori.html
4th February 2010 – Perfection Workshop at VTT, Otaniemi Vuorimiehentie 5

9.00 Welcome, Eva Häkkä-Rönnholm, Vice-President, VTT
9.05 Opening, Oliver Kornadt, Kornadt and Partners, Germany
9.15 Perfection Overview, Jan Desmyter, BBRI, Belgium
9.45 Keynote: Positive Stimulation and Productive Knowledge Work, Suvi Nenonen, Senior Researcher, Aalto University
10.05 Perfection KIPI Framework, Pekka Huovila
10.25 Indicator Case Study Villa Reale, Sergio Oliveiro, STi, Italy
10.45 Discussion and Workshop Instructions, Pekka Huovila
11.00 Workshop 1: Selection of Key Indoor Performance Indicators (KIPIs)
   Different viewpoints
   • building types: offices / housing / hospitals / schools / historical buildings
   • new built / existing
   • life cycle phase: initiation /design / construction / operation
   • focus areas: health and comfort / positive stimulation / usability and adaptability
12.00 Lunch and networking
13.30 Perfection KIPI Tool, Nikos Sakkas, Apintech, Greece
13.50 Introduction to Perfection Case Studies, Stephen Garvin, BRE, UK
14.10 Workshop 2: Integration of Key Indoor Performance Indicators (KIPIs) with tools
   Different viewpoints
   • core function: planning / requirement setting / design / assessment / reporting
   • building / product level.
15.40 Presentation of the Groupwork results
16.30 Conclusions, closure